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Plasma History
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Plasma History, 19th century 

William Crookes
(1832 – 1919) 

1879 Radiation Matter

Studied the passage of the 
electrical discharge through 
rarefied gases (cathode rays)
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Plasma History, 19th century 

شيء  أأي  عأن  الظواهأر  هذه  تختلأف 
أننا  حتأى  الغاز،  أأو  الهواء  فأي  يحدث 
نفترض أننأا نواجأه وجهًا لوجأه مع مادة 
حالة  وهأي  الرابعأة،  الحالأة  أأو  جديدة 
الغاز ولكنها  البعأد عأن حالأة  بعيدة كأل 

غاز مكون من سائل
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Plasma History, 19th century 

Joseph John Thomson
(1856 – 1940) 

1897 Ionized Gas Properties

Discovered the subatomic 
nature of Crookes’ radiant 
matter and proved that the 
cathode rays consist of streams 
of negative electrons
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Plasma History, 1920s
● In 1924 the concept of 

electron temperature and the 
method of local measurement 
of temperature and density of 
electrons in gas discharge 
with electrostatic probe 
(Langmuir Probe).

● The use of the term 
“PLASMA“ for an ionized 
gas was first coined in 1927 
by Irving Langmuir (1881-
1957).

Irving Langmuir
USA 

(1881 – 1957)
Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1932
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Plasma History, 1930s

The development of research 
led to the discovery of the 
Earth's ionosphere, a layer of 
partially ionized gas in the 
upper atmosphere which 
reflects radio waves, and is 
responsible for the fact that 
radio signals can be received 
when the transmitter is over 
the horizon.
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Plasma History, 1930s cont.

● The astrophysicists quickly 
recognized that much of the 
Universe consists of plasma.

● To have better understanding 
of astrophysical phenomena 
requires a better grasp of 
plasma physics. 
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Plasma History, 1940s
● The pioneer in this field was 

Hannes Alfvén, who around 
1940 developed the theory 
of magnetohydrodyamics, or 
MHD, in which plasma is 
treated essentially as a 
conducting fluid. 

● This theory was used to study 
sunspots, solar flares, the solar 
wind, star formation, and a host 
of other topics in astrophysics. 

Hannes Alfven 
1908 – 1995 (Sweden)

Nobel Prize in Physics1970
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Plasma History, 1950s
● The creation of the hydrogen 

bomb in 1952 generated a great 
deal of interest in controlled 
thermonuclear fusion  as a 
possible power source for the 
future. (USA, UK, USSR).

● In 1958 thermonuclear fusion 
research was declassified. Thus,  
theoretical plasma physics first 
emerged as a mathematically 
rigorous discipline in this years. 
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Plasma History, 1950s
● American solar astrophysicist. 
● In the mid-1950s, he developed 

the theory of the supersonic 
solar wind and predicted the 
Parker spiral shape of the solar 
magnetic field in the outer Solar 
System. 

● In 1987, Parker proposed a 
mechnism of the solar corona 
heating by tiny "nanoflares" that 
found all over the Sun surface.

●  In 2018, NASA named Parker 
Solar Probe in his honor

Eugene Newman Parker 
(born June 10, 1927)
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Plasma History, 1950s cont.
● Fourthly, James A. Van Allen's 

discovery in 1958 of the Van 
Allen radiation belts 
surrounding the Earth, using 
data transmitted by the U.S.

● Explorer satellite, marked the 
start of the systematic 
exploration of the Earth's 
magnetosphere via satellite, and 
opened up the field of space 
plasma physics.

● Movie 
James A. Van Allen
1914 – 2006 (USA)

file:///home/wmmoslem/WORK/01_WORK/06%20Seminars/01_Waleed/Plasma%20School/02%20Plasma%20World/1_chunk_1.wmv
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Plasma History, 1960s

● The development of laser in the 1960's opened up the 
field of laser plasma physics. 

● When a laser beam strikes a solid target → material is 
immediately ablated, and a plasma forms at the 
boundary between the beam and the target.
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Plasma History, 1970s-1980s
● Nonlinear plasma era → last day lecture

● Plasma basic theory → Plasma interactions with waves 
and beams

● Plasmas in nature → Space & Astrophysical plasma   
& Geophysics 

● Industrial plasmas → Plasma chemistry & etching...etc

● Plasma applications → fusion power & plasma medicine 
& plasma torches...etc

file:///home/wmmoslem/WORK/01_WORK/06%20Seminars/01_Waleed/Plasma%20School/02%20Plasma%20World/Como%20se%20origina%20una%20aurora%20boreal.mp4
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Plasma History, 1990s - 2010s
● Dusty (complex) plasma → tomorrow lecture

● Quantum plasma → tomorrow lecture

● How plasma affect to our life?
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Plasma History, 1990s - 2010s
1) TV    2) Coated jet turbine 
blades   3) LED         4) Coating
5) Artificial hip
6) Plasma laser cutting clothes
7) HID headlight
8) Produce H2 in full cell
9) Plasma aided conbustion
10) Plasma muffler
11) Water purification
12) LCD screen    13) Solar cell
14) Microelectronics
15) Pharmaceutical production
16) Treated polymers
17) Textile  
18) Treated heart stent
19) Plasma deposition
20) Window glazing
21) Plasma lamp 
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Basic Plasma Physics

● 96 % of the universe → dark 
energy & dark matter

● 4% normal matter 

● 99% of the visible matter is in 
the plasma state
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Basic Plasma Physics, cont.
● Degree of ionization
● Range 10–8 – 1 
● Partially or weakly ionized plasma      << 1 
● Fully ionized plasma     ~ 1   
● Saha equation 
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Basic Plasma Physics, cont.

Three fundamental parameters characterizes a plasma:

1. The particle density n (particles per cubic meter)

2. The temperature T of each species (eV) 
    1 eV = 11,605 K

3. The steady state magnetic field B (Tesla).
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Basic Plasma Physics, cont.

● Debye shielding length
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Basic Plasma Physics, cont.
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Basic Plasma Physics, cont.

● Electron plasma frequency
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Basic Plasma Physics, cont.

● Quasi-neutral gas & Collective behavior
● Plasma critria

The three conditions a plasma must satisfy 
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Plasmas are Everywhere
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Plasmas are Everywhere, cont.
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Plasmas are Everywhere, cont.
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Plasma in the Universe

Movie

file:///home/wmmoslem/WORK/01_WORK/06%20Seminars/01_Waleed/Plasma%20School/02%20Plasma%20World/Galaxy%20formation.mp4
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Plasma in the Universe, cont.
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Plasma in the Universe, cont.

In September 2013, NASA launched the LADEE mission 
(Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer).
One of the purposes of this mission is to study the nature of 
the dust lofted above the lunar surface and reported by 
the Apollo astronauts as “moon clouds”
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Plasma in the Universe, cont.
Parker Solar Probe

● 12 August 2018

Missions

a) Corona and accelerates 
the solar wind,

b) Magnetic fields at the 
sources of solar wind,

c) Mechanisms accelerate 
and transport energetic 
particles.

Movie & Movie

file:///home/wmmoslem/WORK/01_WORK/06%20Seminars/01_Waleed/Plasma%20School/02%20Plasma%20World/Animation_of_Parker_Solar_Probe_trajectory.webm
file:///home/wmmoslem/WORK/01_WORK/06%20Seminars/01_Waleed/Plasma%20School/02%20Plasma%20World/Parker%20Solar%20Probe%20mission%20trailer(1080P_HD).mp4
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Plasma in Technology
The situation is further complicated due to the 

fact that reactive plasmas represent a cross-
disciplinary field which requires knowledge in 
a wide variety of fields in:

● Physics (statistical, quantum, electrodynamics, 
material science, laser, space, astronomy...)

● Chemistry
● Mathematics (differential equations…..)
● Programming (C++, Fortran, Paython, MatLab...)
● Biology 
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Plasma in Technology, cont.
Joint 
European 
Torus (JET) 
is currently
World’s 
Largest 
Tokamak 
16 MW
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Plasma in Technology, cont.
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Plasma in Technology, cont.
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Plasma in Technology, cont.

Stellarator
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Plasma in Technology, cont.

Other Fusion Devices

PF1000 Warsaw

Z-Machine Sandia
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Plasma in Technology, cont.

• Inertial confinement fusion 

• In this approach, tightly 
focused laser beams are used 
to implode a small solid target 
until the densities and 
temperatures characteristic of 
nuclear fusion (i.e., the center 
of a hydrogen bomb) are 
achieved.
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Plasma in Technology, cont.
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Plasma in Technology, cont.
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Plasma in Technology, cont.
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Plasma in Technology, cont.
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Plasma in Technology, cont.
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Plasma in Technology, cont.

Large corona discharges (white) around 
conductors energized by a 1.05 million volt 
transformer in a U.S. NIST laboratory in 1941
Movie & Movie

file:///home/wmmoslem/WORK/01_WORK/06%20Seminars/01_Waleed/Plasma%20School/02%20Plasma%20World/Corona%20Discharge%201.flv
file:///home/wmmoslem/WORK/01_WORK/06%20Seminars/01_Waleed/Plasma%20School/02%20Plasma%20World/Corona%20Discharge%202.mp4
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Plasma in Technology, cont.
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Plasma in Technology, cont.
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Plasma in Technology, cont.
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Thank You
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